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UNIT 3 SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT . Structure
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After studying this unit you should be able to:



L1



explain the nature of evolving social institutions in India outline the quantitative and qualitative aspects' of demographic changes in our country identify the culturhl factors that have a beuing on the social environment describe the impact of technological change on society eplain the causes and effects of changing value system



I I



critically examine the case for and against social responsibilities of business appreqiate how ecological issues are sought to be resolved. I



3.1 INTRODUCTION In the first two Units of Block 1, you have learnt the meaning, importance and the eomponents, of business environment, followed by .an overview of Indian economic environment. In this Unit, you will have an und&standing of the various dimensions of the social and cultural environment of business with particular reference to the Indian scene. Specifically we shall discuss the evolving social institutions in India, quantitative and qualitative aspects of demographic changes, cultural factors in the social milieu, the impact of changing technology on society, the changing value'system in the Indian social set up, vi&wpoints on tbe question of business assuming social responsibilities, and the ecological issues attracting serious attention in modern times.
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Social and Cultural Environment



3.2 EVOLVING SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS Business including trade and industry to-day happen I:O he integral parts of the social system. over ages, the complexion of sdciety. has changed. in lllany ways, and so have the llsture illld forms of business enterprises. A pluralistic society has evolved from the monistic society ot' the past. The difference should he noted for an understulding of the ct)ll~plexnature of interactions between social institutio,ns.



Monistic Society In the monistic society or the past, human activities were mldertaken in the context of a sillgle social institution - the village comm~ulity.In sucl~a socicty, the activities of all were governed by customs and tradition, and the village clders guidcd ihc conduct ol' all others. The occupations of people were lilrgely detcrmiaed hy thc castcs to which they belonged. Social stratification was mainly based on castes and occul)i~tio~~s. People horn in lower castes were expected to be subservient to those 01' uppcr castes. Fursuit of certain occupations was not as honorable as that .of others. Merchants and traders were assigned lower status in society inspite of their wealth and riches, while people pursuing the learned professions of teaching and medicine enjoyed higher status.



Pluralistic Society The monistic society has gradually evolved into the pluralistik society in which there are nun~erousgroups constituting the social system. The groups are organized to serve economic, social, political, religious and professional interests of memhers. Although pr-ople act i~ldividuallyin their own iuterests, they are orgilnized in groups and form institutions to maintain and protect their common interests. Thus, there are different institutions to serve the diverse interests of people.



Interaction Between Social System and Business -.



In the process of interaction with the social system, business is i~lfluencedby different interest groups and institutions. It also exerts a corresponding inlluence on different institutions and'interest groups. Thus the freedom of business is restricted hy Government representing the public.interest, labour unions representing the workers' interest, and NGOs rc;presenting consumer interests. On the other hand, large husiness corporations not only ihfluence government policies, hul also check the claims of labour ullions for higher wages and better working conditions. Associations of husi~lessinterests also possess considerable political and social power so as to influence public opiniou. Over time, far reaching changes have also taken pplce in the traditional social institutions. People are no longer hound down to the occupations uaditio~lallyrelated with castes. They have opportunities to adopt any occupation of their choice which is within their competence. This has followed industrial growth and the emergence of large scale organisations which have changed the occupational patterns and people's attitude to work. 'The traditional occupations based on hereditary skills and linked with caste groups have ' lost their significance. Simple living and high thillking a++ideals have givel! place to people's aspiration for higher living standards. Social status' is more often determined on the basis of illcome levels and wealth of people. Spread of educational opportunities along with improvement in transport and conlmu~licationfacilities have resulted in greater mohility .ofpeopl& and their concentration in urban centres. Tbe institution of joint family is' gradually lireaking dow~lpartly due to tht: mobility of Panlily members and partly due to dilferences in car~lillgs i~ldividual ' members of the family,
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Lift: styles and norms of consumption have also changed with changing occupational Patterns. The traditional role of women as housewives.has cbangd with wonlen joining workforce in larger numbers and working side by side with nlell ill various types of jobs. This has followed the spread of women's d~cilti011and unitary hil~~ilies striving for better. living standards. b



\



Underlying the changes in social institutions are forces of change in the social milieu demographic, cultural and technological changes - which are -discussed in the following sections.
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Check Your Progress A



1. Distinguish between Monistic society and



fura at is tic society.



............................................................................................................................................



2. State whether the following statements are'True or False.



I



i)



Customs and traditions had overwhelming importance in the monistic society.



ii)



Earning money and amassing wealth were considered to be crimes and so those guilty of such crime were punished in the traditional society.



iii)



In the modern pluralistic society people can acquire' skills other than hereditary skills and choose any occupation suited to their competence:



iv)



Multiple interest groups provide a system of checks and balance$ in the pluralistic society.



v)



In a modkm society group interests are more important than individual interests.



33 DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES The size and quality,of population that constitute the demographic position of a country are important dimensions of the social environmeht. To start with, it may be useful to examine the theory .of demographic trysition which provides an explanation of the causes of demographic changes. '2he theory of demographic transition suggests that the rate of growth of population is dependent upon the stage of economic development. 'Il~us,in a primitive agrarian society, the growth rate of population is either stagnant or very low due to high birth rate coupled with a high death rate. High birth rate is .the result of widespread illiteracy, early marriage, and lack of knowledge about family planning. Death rate is also high as a consequence of poverty, lack of nutritive diet, primitive sanitation, absence of medical care, and incidence of epidemics. This stage is referred t o a s the first stage of demographic transition.



A developing country where industrial development has been initiated faces a rapid increase in population. This is described as the second stage of demographic transition. At this stage, while death rate falls rapidly on account of improved medical 'services, fall in. infant mortality and a better stagdard of living, birth rate continues to be high as social . customs do not change fast, nor does illiteracy and lack of knowledge about family planning. The process of development at this stage is slow and growth of popuIation outpaces the rate of economic growth giving rise to a vicious circle. Along side this stage of population explosion, there is a twilight phase'of development wherein large number of poor people who'might have otherwise qied without the benefits of modern health/ technology or death control devices are 'saved'. But these survivors continue to hve in a state of sub-standard health, poor nutrition, and poor educational attainment, wbich erodes the quality of human life. The third stage of demographic bransition is related with developed countries. ' h e birth rate at this stage 'declines faster on account of mass literacy, extensive use of birth control!. devices and high standard of living. The &ah rate also falls.considerably due to publichealth measures. 30
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Demographic Changes in India From the above description of the stages of demographic transition, it would appear thal India is in the second stage of transition. However, to get a cleiu picture, demographic changes in India need to .be studied with respect to hoth quantitative and qualitative aspects of population. The quantitative aspects of change are manifested in the size of population, growth rate and density of popuIation, while the qualitative aspects of change are reflected in the life expectancy, age and sex composition, rural-urban distribution, literacy, etc.



3.3.1 Quantitative Aspects India has hem the second largest populated country in the world next to China. The size of India's population increased from 36.10 crork in 1951 to 84.39 crore in 199l(T'dl3le 3.1) It is likely to cross the 100 crore mark hy ,2000 A.D. Table 3.1 : Growth of population, 1951-91



Year



Population (crore)



Increilse over the previous decade (crore)



36,10



1951



4.23



The rapid growth in the size of population reflects higher growth .rates. Indeed the population has been growing until 1971 at an increasing'rate as shown below (Table 3.2). Table 3.2 : Birth rate, death rate and natural growth rate of population in India (rate per annum per thousand people)



Crude Birth Rate



-



-



Crude Death Rate



Natural Growth Rate



-



(Soul-ce: Eighth Five Year Plan, V01.1. t22) The rate of growth of population is a function of migration, birth rale and death rate. In India, the change in population c a u s g by net migration as a proportion of total population is insignificant. Thus, it is the difference between hirth rale and death rate which measures the growth rate of population. Till the 60's, the death rate has heen falling faster th'a the birlh rate. The rates conformed to the general ueiids of the second stage ol' demographic tr,msition, As shown in the above table, during 1951-71, there was no significant Call in the birlh rate while the death rate continued to decline. Thus the natural growth rate of population went upto reach a maximum of 22.2 per thousand or 2.22 per cent per annum during 1961-81.



The rate of growth marginally declined to 2.11 per cent per annum during 1981-91. Beginning with the 70's one may consider the stage set for transitio~ito thp third phase of demographic tramition. According to pro.jeetio~is01' the rate of populatioii growth, during 1992-97, the downward trend of birB rate was likely to have fallen lo 27 per thuusmd and dlc death rate to 9.2 per thousand, with the natiual growth rate being 17.8. m



A high density o f population (the ratlo of number of persons per sq.km of land area) is another feature of India's demographic profile. The average density is 267 and this is considered to be a falrly high rate. There is no empirical evidence to suggest any relationship between density of population and economic development. There are countries with low density of population some of which have low and some high per capita income. India with a density of 267 has a per capita income of $ 350, while Japan with a density of 316 has a per capila illconle of $25,430. The implication of density of population is the magnitude of [he hurden 011 land area and the potential of growth. Thus India's high density is indicative of a high burden on land which is likely to increase further with additions to population.



3.3.2 Qualitative ~ s ~ e c & The qualitative aspects of demographic change relate to life expectancy, age and sex composition, rural-urban distribution, literacy and such other dimensions. The health and general level of n~ortalityof a community is reflected in the measure of mean expectation of life at hjrth. If death occurs at an early age or death rate is high, the expectancy of life is low; Conwarily, if death occurs at an advance age and death rate is low, there is high life eFpectancy. Over the years since independence, there has been a perceptible fill in the death rate in India and a correspondingrise in life expectancy. From an average of 32.1 during 1941-51, it had increased to 45.6 during 1961-70,and 59.4 during 1989-93. The projected life expectancy is 65 around 2000 A.D. Females have always had a slightly higher life expectancy than males. Even though life expectancy has been rising in India, the average expkctancy is much lower than that in ruany Asian countries like China(68.8), Thailand(69.2), Sri Lanka(72.9), Malaysia(70.9), Republic'of Korea(71.3). State-wise, there has been considerable differences in life expectancy. In Kerala, life-expectancy has been 72.0 during 1989-93. It has been 66.4 in Punjab, 64.2 in Maharashtra, 61.5 in West Bengali 55.9 in U.P., 55.5 in Orissa, 54.9 in Assam, and 54.0 ie Madhya Pradesh, during the same period. ' h e implication of rising life expectancy may be an increasing pressure on the job market. People at retirement age being At to work may seek extension of fresh employment. The number of joint or multi-generational families may tend to rise along with a rise in the average size of households.



Age Composition Changes in age and sex composition are worth noting mainly because these reflect changes in the size of working population and job seekers, and the role of women in society. The age-composition of population in India is given belbw(Tab1e 3.3). Table 3 3 : Age-coniposition of population



(Percentages)



Age-Group



1990



0-14



36.00



15-59



60 & above



1995



.



2000 (Projected)



34.62



31.36



57.50



58.43



60.79



6.5



6.95



7.58



(Source: Eighth' Five Year Plan, Vol.Z,p 26) I
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The data show %-hatmay be called a 'bottom heavy' age pyramid, the proportion of young. in the total population being substantially high and growing. The age distribution also indicates the dependency ratio i.e;, the average number of dependenti on an earnipg . person. The dependency ratio of the 1ndih population works out to about '50 p.c.'(taking into account the unemployed persons in the working age group, 15-59). This level of dependency ratio acts as a drag on production and improvement in living'standard. It also has an impact on 'the rate of savings, investment, education and welfare. However, with declining birth rate the age composition is expected to change resulting in a reduction in . the dependency ratio and increase in the proportion of the working age-gtoup. Tbe projected age~cqmpositionshows that by 2900 A.D., the proportion of population in the



1



working age-group may go upto 60-80 per cellt. Thus, illspite o f il projected decline in the g;owth rate of population, the absolute number of joh seekers is likely to increase over time.
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Sex-Composition



1



The change in sex-composition or sex-ratio (the ratio ol' wonicn to men) is a sig~iiticant factor in the allalysis of social well being and reflects the relative change in the survival of per 1000 males shows il women vis a vis men. In India, the populatiou of fe~nillc~ decli~iiligtrend - from 962 in 1901 to 930 in 1971 i11lcl 929 in 1991. A higher ratio of 111alesin the population is associated with il rising tc~lilcrlcylowards masculinity. The c,mparative position in most other countries is a highcr ratio oi' females ha11 ma1t;s in the populi\tion. For example, the sex ratio in USA is 1055. in UK 1069. Japa~i1171 and Gernliuly 1118. 111dked the sex ratio in I~idiais perhilps the lowest in the world. This indicates high mortality and under-nourishment illllOIig women, illid the low status of women in society. One can explain the decline in sex riltio over time having been caused hy. several Factors, e.g. females being discriminated agai~istill providing adequate nutrition, access to-'health and other amenities, female selective terminatiou of pregnancy, possibly female infanticide as well.
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It is arguahle that if the mortality at child hirth fillls. ilnd ~ h cgc~leralstatus of women, particularly in rural areas, improves, the sex ralio will increase. The state-wise conlpi~isoll ifsex ratios corroborates this contention. The sex ratio is rcliltively higher in the states where the status of women is hetter, like i n Keri~lawhere il is 1040. and i i ~Tanlil Nadu where women pres~1111ilhlyhave il low status where it is 972, hut it is 01114; 814 in Hilryil~~il i n society.



Urbanization Economic development along with industrial growth is ge~ierallyassociated with urhiulization of society. However, I~ldiilconti~iuesto have i1 predomiuilntly rural population even thdugh the prtiporlio~l01' people living in urhil~iiueils Iliis progressively increilsed since 195 1. The share of urhau population in the torill ~>ol>uliltio~i has gone up from 17.6 per cent in 1951 to 18.3 in 1961. and lo 20.2 per cell1 in 19Y1. 11 is proiecled to he ilrou~ld 32 per cent in the ycilr 200() A.D. Thc rille 01' prowl11 ol' ~1rhii11 ]>o[>ulillionhils i~lcrcasetl over lllc peiirs. Duri~lg195 1-6 I , it wils csri~ni~lcd ill 34 per ccn~which increased to 38 per cc11t d u r i ~ ~196 g 1-71 and 47.01 per cent tlurinp IL)71 -X 1. 11111ilccli~~cil lo M.91 per cent clt,ri~~g 'I 98 1-91.



I



Concentration of population in urban ilreils has lcd to growth 01' sli~l~ls with i ~ ~ l h y g i e ~ ~ i c l i ~ i ~conditions ig and other problc~ns.Rcnlcdies to Ihcse prohlc~nshave heen sough hy dcvelopi~lgsiltellite towns 2nd dispersal ol' mi~nufilcturingi~itlus~sics to lhc hinlerland.



Literacy Another qunlitativc aspect of demogri~l~hic chilnpe, is litcrilcy. 'Illere is il close positive end level or'ccono~nicwell heing. Accordiag to ii World relationship hetween edl~ciltio~l Biltik Report. dcvclopi~igcountries with higll lilcri~cyri~lcsIlil\rc ~cndcillo prow I'ilsler even .alter iillowiinces ire nlade for differences i n inco~ncand ~lhysicillinveslment. illld they have higher 1111y~icillinvestment rates. Empiricillly, il llils hcen csli~hlishullhat a Iligh dcgree of correliltion exists hetween literacy rates iintl olher dcvc1ol)ment indicators, The I'eniile literacy rlltc ilt age 15 and over is positively corrclil~etlwith percelltape ol' female - workers in modern occupations, ilgc at marriapc, ilnd use ol' conlr


,



The literacy rate in India has i~lcreilscdiiom 18.3 (8. is 1051 lo 28.3R. i n 1961, 34.5%1in 1971. 43.6 % ' in 1981, iuld 52.2% in 1991. However. ~hcrciUc wide viuiations in these rates hetwee~lthe states. The average rille during 1989-U3 i111tl ccolercd ill 1991 wi\s iIS ' high iIS 89.89 per cent in Kerala, a~ldas low ils 3X.S 1)cr C C I I ~i n Bihilr, The correlillioe hiitween literocy rate and other indicators oI' clc~noyrapliic~~rol'ilc car1 he see11 liom the following figures (Tale 3.4). Litertlcy rates hilve also been quite difi'erent will1 rcspccl 10 lllillcs 2nd fcmilles, ;IS well ilS hetwee~lrural illld urban populiltioi~.111 199 1, 64.134 .ol' the ~nillepopulation iuld 39.29% of the female.populatio11 were literiltes giving iln ovcri~lllilcracy rilte of 52.21t1n. 0 1 1 the
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other hand, the proporti011 of literacy iUIIOIIg males was 69% in urba~rareas as against 42% in ntial areas; similarly, the literacy rate aluong females in urban areas has been 51% as against 19% i i n the n~ralibreils. 'hbls 3.4 : State-wise literacy rates and other indicators



>,



Literacy Rate



State



(%I (1991)



111~:IIIt Mortality Rate (per 1000)



Death



Birth



Rate (per 1000)



Rate (per 1m)



Andhra Predesh



44.09



66



8.3



24.0



Assam



52.89



'77



9.6



29.3



Bihar



38.48



73



10.5



32.1



Gujarat



61.29



62



7.6



26.7



Haryana



55.85



68



8 .O



30.0



Karnataka



56.04



62



7.6



24.2



Kerala



89.81



16



6 ,O



Tamil Nadu



62.66



56



7.9



20.2



Uttar Pradesh



41.60 .



86



10.4



34.7



West Bengal



57.70



59



7.7



A11 India



52.21



74



9.0



.



17.7



*



23.6



28.3



(Source: Govt. of India, Economic Suyvey, 2996-97,p.285) Literacy rates have also been quite different with respect to nalcs and females, as wcll as between rural and urban population. In 1991, 64.13% of the male population and 39;29% of the female pbpulation were literates giving an overall literacy rate of 52.21%. On the other hand, the proportion of literacy among males was 69% in urban areids as against 42% in rural areas; similarly, the literacy rate among females in urban areas has been 51% against 19% in the rural areas;'



, Check Your Progress B 1.



Why does the growth rate of population increase in the secpnd stage of demograE,hic transition?



............



..-....*....................,,..,~..,.,..,.....(................,..*.....,..,...,,...,..,......................*........&....1



........................................................................................................................................... .........*................).(........*............................................................*..................................*..*



.............................................................................................................................................. 2. What are the likely effects of



a) rising life expectancy in India? b) high density of population? c)



a 'bottom heavy' age pyranud?



d) high dependency ratio? a)



3. 'Indicate the correlates of high and low literacy rates with other indicators of demographic profile citing examples of any two states in India.



,....,.............,,..............,.......,..,*.,,",......,..........#...,.,.*.,..,....*,,.,,,............,..............,,.....,.,....... .................................................................. ..........................................................................



3.4 CULTURAL FACTORS
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The term 'culture' includes values, norms, tutifacts and accepted hehaviour pattern of people that a society may have developed over time. Culture is also defined as the totality of behaviour that human beings in any .society l e a r ~from ~ their dders and pass on to the younger generation. In the sense culture may be regarded as the learned respolises of a particular society. The cultural chmge which has taken place and is still coi~linuingin our country has heen caused by the advancement of science and technology, growth of large-scale industries, .and improvement in the systems of tr&sport and coinn~u~!ication within and across the borders of India, Industrial development has created denlillld for varied types of goods and services, changed people's tastes and preferences, which in. turn have influenced their habits and customs.



Religion Religion is an impprtant element of culture. If governs people's attitude towilrds human activities, their moral values and ethics. In India, the prejudice agiii~lstbusiness, perceived to be concerned with 'making money' as a way of life, originated with religion. 11 has changed substantially over time, Honesty, truthfulness, and syn~pathyfor people i n dislress iue certain fundamental values which go with religion zirltl are still cherished hy people. However, while religion as a social force has provided slrong emt~tio~lill houds among people, religious orthodoxy has made people seclwia~lin outlook, dogmatic alld intcilerant of others' views. The Indian society includes people who follow differen1 religions, Within particular religious communities, there are different sects and cults: People practice religious rites according to their own faith. Tl~eirbeliefs, hahits a!~d custon~sils also~valuesretlecl their



religion in many ways. In this context, secularism is regarded as a valued aspect of Indian cultute. It refers to the idea thiat the state, Inoral principles, education, etc. should be independent of religion. The Constitution of. India has laid down that while ppople will be free to pursue their own religion, the state will be independent of any religion. India is thus declared as i secular state. While people follow their own religious practices in their private and social life, that does not affect their work life,



Introduction t o Business Ehvironment



The importance of secularism will be appreciated if we examine its beneficial effects. First, there is no discrimination expected to be ma& between people of different religious faiths in public life related'with education, employment and .official ,work. Second, common pfoblems may be approached unitedly by people of various religions and faitb. Business in India is free from any bias towgds customers on religious grounds except in the case of food products. Moreover, since the basic values,and morals of all religions are the same, unity among people can be sustained on common grounds.



Values Vqlyes constitutg another important element of cilhlre. People in every.society 'ha&? basic convictions that certain modes of conduct or goals ,are desirable. These 'are known as values.:Vdue system.represents a set.of values with priority ordering based on their relative importance; '4t prompts individuals and groups to distinguish between what h right and.what is wrong, what "ought to be" and what?'ough$.not, to b$'. x .



Values may be classified into different typ&to identify.their felative importance in: the social context. Thus we may distinguish between 'theoretical values' (truth and rationality), 'economic value2 (material. gain. and practicability), 'social values', (love of people, . . equality), 'political valuesi(acquisitionof power), 'religious values'(moralitjr,:righyous conduct), and "utilitarian values'(ma~mumgood for the njaximum number): 'he priority accorded to particular values may differ depending on the'cuiture and tradition.of societies, or it may differ 'between interest. . 'goups,within a society.. ,



. .



Thus values which predominate in western societies differ from those that prevail in Asian countries. However, values are not necessarily static, Religious values predominated in the western world in the Middle Ages. A complete reversal has taken place through the intervening centuries. Acquisition of:money and wealth (economic values) considered vices in the Middle Ages became major virhles in the era of capitalism. This has happened also in the underdeveloped countries at a later stage, During the:last fifty years since independence, people in India have imbibed modem westerh values, particularly In w ' b k areas. Emphasis has been and is shifting from religious'anTsocia1 values to economic and political values.



3.5 TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIAL CHANGE Advancement of technolagy has been one of the most important factors causing far reaching social changes. In a dynamic social setting, technology often\operates as a multiplier. For instance, discovery of intkmal combustion engine and the technology of automobile manufacture not only had a profound effect on the transpod~tionof goods and passengers ,and mobility of people, but it also led to changes in the locatioa of habitats, consumption patterns ahd life styles. Another significant effect of techno ogical progress has been greater productivity as well as improvement in the quality of products. The beneficial effects of higher productivity and improved quality have spread throughout the social system, and led to a better h d more secure life for increasing numbers of people, - Over, time, technolo$ical progress has resulted in better living standards, reduced incidence ' of diseases, and ensded control over environmental &gradation.
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The modern telecommunication system is also the result of technological progress. Dissemination of kn~wledgeand information has been rendered much easier as a consequence of the facility .of instantaneous communication over distant territories. It has broudt about en~rmous'savin~ in time and energy. The system of distance qucation through Tele-qonferences and other communication deVices has also made a si ificant impact On systkatic learning. Advertising through. ado-vibual, electronic me 'a (television) has facaitateh marketing of n e ~ ' ~ r o d u cand t s improved varieties of exis* prqducts,
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Tech~lologicaladvancement has also led to increiisd elticie~lcyand econonly of operiltions through labour-saving devices' and substitutio~lof nlii~iualwork hy automation, necessitating the enlployii~entof technically skilled manpower to ill1 increasi~lgextent. Computerization of accounting, storage and processing of data is gradually replacing n1;uiual operations in I,lrger orgulisations. F A X and INTERNET facilities are k i n g i~lcreasi~lgly used for correspondence and transmission of documents.



Social and c u l t u r d E n l l m n n m t



Overall, a modern society today is chariicterized hy systenls of production, distribution, transportation and communication, all of which are hased on technologiciil changes over the last two centuries. This has not only resulted in ii hetter stal~dardof living for larger numbers of people, but also provided for a variety of services over wider territories, a ~ ~ d ahove all improved medical and health care facilities I'or people in geoeral. However, technological changes have illso hrought ahout several socially undesirable consequences. Indiscriminate use of scarce natural resources, tleforestation, and environmental pollution are some of the direct results of economic growth through technological changes. Insatiable consun~erismhas led to the suhordii~ationof ~lloralvalues to materialistic Glues, elevation of machines over human beings, and deterioration of human val;les. Check Your Progress C i



1. What is meant by 'culture'?



............................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................... . .
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2.. Why is secularism regarded as a valued aspect of Illdial1 culture ?



3. Briefly e'xplain how technological change may have a lnultipliw effect.



............................................................................................................................................



........."".."'*.~..'.'..................'.'........'.....................'.."......................'........"..'.".....'....... .. 4. State whether the following statements are True of Pdlse.



.



.



i)



Values may differ depending on the culture and tradition of so~ieties.



ii)



Cultural change in India has been qaused hy scientific and technological changes.



iii) Technological advancement is not an unmixed blessing. iv)



.be



Labour-saving devices cause unemployment of people hut it may not be so if people are trained, to use machines.



3.6 CMANGING'VAL-UESYSTEM Before explaining the significance of changing'.value systein in society,. it is necessary to explain the meaning of individual values and social values. Individual values may be defined as the normative views held by individuals of what is good and desirable. Values thus provide standards.or bench marks by which individuals . may be guided in their choike of decision, conduct and behaviour. . Social values may be defied as' a-system of shared beliefs about desired goals and llorrns of human conduct. Thus, ,for instance, individualism may be considered desirable in a system of social values where by people may decide to pursue thdr individual interests in work life and cohpete with others. In such a society, illdeed in most societies, high value $ attached to winning in competitive situations. .However, there are social norms as well



:
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which suggest howra winner or losa should behave. People look upon with displeasure an , arrogant winner as wdl as a complaining loser. Value system refers to a set of values with priority-rdtmg based on their relative importance. For instance, people in different walks of life are known to rank values in varying orders of importance. Business execdves rank 'economic values' (like material gain and practicallility) higher than 'social values' (love of people, equality). Business decisions are made on that basis. On the other hand, in a system of social values, 'theoretical values'(trutl~,honestir and rationality) may be rated higher than 'economic values'. Again, in a system of social values, 'religious values' (morality, righteousness) may be 5ated higher than all other values, We have discussed earlier (section 3.4) the types of values which may be distinguished for identifying their relative importance. The stability of a society depends, among other things, on its value system. m e development of a society cannot he thought of without making note of the value system. However, values and value systelns are not static concepts. Value systems may change. Indeed, traditional value systenls have yielded place to modern value systems in many societies. This has also happened in India particularly with the urban population and tht: process of change is also noticeable in rural areas. The nature and causes of change are outlined below:



1.



With the spread of education and awareness of value systems in economically developed countries, greater importance is now attached to economic values and pursuit of material gain. Practicability of decisions are increasingly reflected in the conduct of people. Similarly, political values which emphasize acquisition of power as desirable have provided a large section ~f educated Indians. Consequently, social values and religious values have lost their importaace.



2. Industrial growth and recognition of the Importance of trade, money and exchange operations, have led people to believe that earning profit, accumulating wealth, lending money and investing capital could not be prejudicial to society. Pursuit of self-interest and individualism as cherished values have swept the outlook of many in recent times. At the same time erosion of moral values like righteousness, honesty and truthfulness seems to threaten tbe social fabric.



3.



Increasingly, there has been growing consciousness of the need to imbibe democratic norms (establishing equality af rights) as a result of which certain cultural values like legitimacy of human dignity and recognition of human rights have been growing in importance.



Business Values Business values are known to influence social values in no small degree. m e business class exerts considerable influence on institutions and interest groups due to its social and political power and ability to mould public opinion on social issues. The power of big business houses over government policies is a long-established fact. To quote Miliband (The State in Capitalist Society, published in 1969),"Control by business of large and crucially important areas of iconomic life makes it extremely difficult for governments to impose upon it policies to which it is firmly opposed." Referring to the reformist zeal with which the,Labour Party came to power in Britain in 1967, Miliband noted that the Labour Government had to hold private talks with the business community to convince them that their views will be of central importance in the Government's planning of its economic policies. Values which govern decision-making in corporate enterprises may be said to consist of individual values, group values, values of the constituents of the socio-economic environment (customers, suppliers, competitors, government agencies), and cultural V @ U ~ S af the society. Business 'values consist.of the criteria which define what constitutes good business, what objectives are desirable to pursue, and whose interest should business Serve.Should business be conducted to serve the private interests of only the owners? Should executives be guided in their action on13 with an eye to maximizing profits irrespative of the means ,adopted for the purpose ? Should workers be entitled to.share in the prospdty of t h ~business? , Answers to these and similar questions reflect the value system of S O C ~ ~ ~ Y ,



With the change in social values and with a view to hringilig ahout a change ia business values, Government of India has enacted various social legislations. These include: prevention and control of air and water pollution, elivironment protection, payment of productivity and profit bonus to employees: consumer protection and consumer welfare, prohibition of benami transactions, etc. At the same time, large business corporations have been conscious of Cheir social responsihilities, that is their responsibilities epwards the shareholders including the community and public in general.
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I. What is meant by the term 'value system' ?



........................................................................................................................................... 2.



Give two examples to illustrate the change in value system in Indian society,



....................... .................................................................................................................. . )



3.7 SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF BUSINESS Eusiness activities today have a dominant influence on the life of citizens and the society in different ways. In pre-modern times, it was not necessary for husinessil~nto be concerned with the 'social' value issues of business since values were expected to he upheld by market forces. Tlle success of a busipess in'itself was Laken as prima facie evidence of the social value of that husilless over its less successful competitor. This view has been discarded by social scientists in modern times. It is tie* widely recognized that business not only involves purduing econolnic gains resulting from customer satisfaction, it is also a social function involving certain ohligations to society. Social responsihility of business refers to the obligation of business firms to adopt policics and lincs of action wI~ichare desirable in terms of the expectations and iliterests o f society. However, classical economists - Milton Friedman, F.A.Hayek ilnd Gilhcr Burck - held a different view till the early 70's. Let us examine Che views against hi~si~ress assuming social responsibilities.



3.7.1 Views against Social Responsibility of Business 1)



The foremost argument against social responsihility of husiness is that in a freeenterprise system, a business executive cannot spend his employer's (i.e. owner's) money for social purposes. If he does so, he ia effect becomes a civil servant, but he was not selected to act as a civil servant. He may not he competent to act as such. He was employed as an expert in running a business, not as an expert in public affairs.



2) Tile second lint: of argument is that with free enterprise and division of labour, so long as resources get into the control of the enterprise wiiling to pay the highest price, the ' rGsources will then, oh the whole, also he used where these will make iht:highest contribution to the product of: the society. This will follow if each entvrprise while deciding on' the use of resources considers only those' effects as will raise the value of its assets, aiid does not concern itself with the questiol~whether a particular use is socially beneficial. At the same time, if mu~agementis allowed to be guided in the , use of funds by what they consider to be their social responsibility, it would create centres of uncontrollable power never intended hy [he investors of capital. Or else there has to be public control over corporate management.



3) A third argument against social responsihility of husiness is thal if executives are required to invast in social activities, there will be to that extent a reduction of investment in productive activities and for higher pmductivity, Even if companies have
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adequate resourccs to engage in social activities, large scale commitment in that respect is likely to lead to a slower growth in gross national product.



3.7.2 Case for Social Responsibility of Business If business is recognized as an integral part of the p i a l system, and the broad value question is considered in the context of a social'rather than a narrow economic framework, , 'the social responsibility of business' is justified on several grounds. 1) Business activity is as much a social activity as an economic activity. The businessman should therefore be responsible for all the consequences of action, social as well as economic.



I



2) The market place cannot be a satisfactory arbiter of the social consequences of husiness activitia. Economic considerations which govern market phenomena 'cannot be looked up011in isolation from social considerations or social values.



3) In view of the social consequences of business activities, the influence of business on society cannot be measured only in terms of economic gains or gross national product. The ultimate purpose of business, as of any other institution in society, is to be socially profitable. 4) As business hecome9 larger, the public is more concerned about its activities because it has a greater impact on society. Business being creature of society, when soci&ti7s expectations tiom busine5s change, business should also change its objectives so as to meet the expectations of society. If business does not respond to social demands, the society will force it to do su by legislation.



5) It is in the long-run self-interest of business to be socially responsive. people who have a healthy environment, education and opportunity of development make better employees, customers and neighbours for business than those who are poor, ighorant and oppressed.



3.7.3 Dimensions of Social Responsibilities The social responsibilitiw of business include its responsibilities towards o@ers (shareholders), employees, consumers, government and the community or public at lafge. Let us examine the nature of responsibilities towards each of these groups. Shareholders



It is the primary responsibility of every business to see that the owners or shareholders get a fair rate of dividend or fair return on capital invested. This is a legitimate expectation of owners from business. Naturally the expectations have to be reasonable and consistent with the risks associated with the investment. Owners also expect economic and political security of the capital invested. If such security is not ensured, the inevitable consequence is withdrawal of capital and search for alternative channels other than business.



Employees As regards responsibility towards kmpioyees, the major issues governing employere ~ p l o y e erelationship pertain to wages and salaries, superior-subordinate relations and employee welfare. It is the responsibility of management to provide for fair wages to workers based on the principle of adequa&,'equity and human dignity. Maintaining harmonious relationship between superiors and subordinates and providing for welfare amenities for employees are also the responsibilities of management. There are specific laws in Jndia governing factory employment under which provision of satisfactory working conditions for safety, health and hygiene, medical facilities, canteen, leave and retirement benefits are obligations cast on the employer. There are other laws pr9viding for the security of workers against the contingencies of sickness, maternity, employment injky and death, provident fund and pension for employees. However, employee welfare cannot be viewed within the narrow limits of legal requirement. Employee welfare is best if the man.agement accepts the obligation to secure and maintairi a contented work for@, and the employees have the opportunity of developing their potential abilities throua Er-g and education. >'



..



, Consumers



Consumer interests are generally expected to be taken care of in a competitive market through forces of demand and supply. However, perfect colllpetition does not actually prevail in a l l p d u c t markets. Consumers are also victims of unfair trade practices and unethical- Conduct of business. Consumer protection has thus hwn sought through legislation, and' non-government organisations (NGOs) have enlarged their activities for upholding consumer interests. These compulsions are avoidable if manaEement assume the responsibility of satisfying consumer needs and desist from hoardiag,-profitkwing, creating artificial scarcity, as d s o false, misleading and exaggerated advertisements. Besides, it would be in the long-run interest of business if goods of appropriate standards and quality are available to consumers in adequate quantities and at reasonable prices.



Social responsibility of business towards government requires that (i) business will conduct ils affairs as a law-abiding unit, and pay all taxes and other dues honestly,,(ii) managenlent will desist from corrupting public servants or the denlocratic process for selfish ends, and no attempt will be made to secure p~liticalsupport by money or patronage. Community
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Arising out of their social responsihility towards the community and puhlic at large, businessmen are expected to maintain a balance hetween the needs of busilless and-the requiriments of society. In general business should be so lllallaged as to make the public good become the private good of the enterprise rather than the old doctrilie that "what is 'good for the husiness is good for the society." The social responsibility of business firms should be reflected in their policies with respect to ,environmentdl protection, pollution control, conservation of natural resources, rural development, setting up industrial units in the backward regions, employment of the socially handicapped tu~dweaker sections of the community, and providing relief to victims of natural calamities'.



Eefore examining the ecological issues, let us ut~derlinethe uleani~~g of the terms 'ecology' and 'ecosystem'. Ecology refers to the inter-relationships between people, the fauna (birds and animals), the flora (plants and trees) and their physical surroundings. Ecosystem is the totality of living and non-living elen~enlsin the ecological community interacting with one another and their environment. The deteriorating quality of environment has been a matter of greater concern over time. It is recognized that environmental protection and ecological hala~bceate essential to sustain economic development in India in the long-run. The growing threat' to a bala~lcedecosystem is traceable to a number of factors. (1) The pattern of industrial growth has over the years involved the use of hazardous



materials and generation of solid wastes like fly-ash, phosphogypsum and blast hrnact! slag. These wastes have posed problems of storage, dumpi~igand treatment.



(2) The growth of chemical and petro-chemical iudustries has also posed serious problems of regulating toxic, flarnmable and explosive chen~ictils. (3) Industiial effluents dischGged as waste water into riuers and water courses without treatment are beyond the natural assimilation capacity of rivers. As a consequence, water bogies remain polluted and affect public health. A survey report of the Cenwal Pollution Control Board has meniioned that in 241 class I1 citicq across 17 States about 90 per cent of the water supplied is polluted.



(4) Atmospheric pollution which is mainly in the form of suspended particulate matter is caused by manufacturing and automobile industries emltti~lgthousands of tonnes of , pollutants every day in the air, Exhaust fumes' of lnotor vehicles are more damaging as they :ye closer to the ground level and high buildings in cities do not permit their dispersal. Coal based thermal power pluits also are responsible for atmospheric pollution through emission of gases like sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxiqe, etchThis . .' causes acid rains which damage soil vegetation and aquatic life. . ,
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Degradation of the environment has been caused further by pressure of population and widespread poverty and led to exploitation of scarie mources which are not easily renewable. Indiscriminate use of forest resopces and deforestation have followed growing demand for fuel wood and fodder, over-grazing, over-exploitation for commercial needs, construction of roads and power projects. Reckless deforestation has caused loss of valuable top soil and adversely affected soil productivity. (6) Ressure on the ecosystems has been equally disturbing, Indikriminate exploitation of coral reefs has adversely affected the highly productive marine ecosystems. Large areas of mangroves are under biotic pressure as a result f f fishing, pollution of water caused by oil spillage kom-ships and coastal refmeries, and discharge of sewerage and industrial effluents. Wetlands which are rich in ,aquatic and bird life, providing food. shelter, spawning and..breeding grounds for fishes are also threatened by we& infestation, siltation, chemical and organic pollution, etc.



(7) Mountain ecosystems are also known to be threatened by,deforestation causing erosion of top soil thus endangering the security of livelihood of people. The h u e s and Measures to Resolve the Issues



'



The growing ~mbalancein ecosystems and degradation of the quality of environment centres around the questioll of sustainahle d~velopment.Theinter-link between ecology and develop~llei~t stems fYom the fact that progress in science and technology has accon~panidimprovident use of natural resources and'ied to negative fallout in the process of development. At the same time one cannot deny that millions of people still. suffer from poverty, malnutrition, ill-health, etc. which are traceable to iqadeqv~tedevelopment. No douht eqvironmental problems art: partly attributable ~dpoverty and under-development, which could he tackled by rapid development. ~ u ' there i are unintended side-effects of the process af development itself which have given rise to many of the environmental problems, which India is facing. m e issues can h e resolved il' it is realised that eiivironmeiital factors and ecological imperatives need to he built into the process so as to ensure sustainable development. To meet the challenges the Government has iiltroduced several measures since the eighties in the context of laws passed for conservation of natural resources and abatement af environmental pollution. The Union Ministry of Environment and Forests, created in 1985, issued a policy statement in June 1992 outlining India's National Conservation Strategy on Environment and Development. The emphasis in the statement was on 'Sustainable Development' as the key element in the Ministry's action plan. The task set was "to ensure sustainable and equitable use of resource$ for meeting the basic needs of the present and future generations without causing damage to the environment," The strategy based on the above policy is an integrated strategy aimed at strengthening the existing programmes of pollution control, ensuing better disposal of solid wastes and hazardous materials, and conserving forests and other bio-diversity rich ecosystems. The National Forest Policy now has the primary objective of enstKipg environmental stability and maintenance of ecological balance. It recognises the multiple uses of forests, the rights of local population, the inadvisability of protecting forest resources without their active participation, and the role that forests play in the survival of the poor.



The National Afforestation and Eco-Development Board has been entrusted with the task of regenerating degraded forat afeas and ecologically fragile lands besides implementing the eco-development programmes. Likewise, the National Wasteland Development Board has the primary oeiectivc of reclaiming wastelands &rough a massive Fogramme of afforestation with people's participation. Under the National Policy for Abatement of Pollution, Government has stressed the use of kconornic and policy instruments while introducing pollution control measures. Seventeen environmentally critical.and highly polluting industriw (*) have been identitied by the Union Ministry for special monitaring and enforcement efforts. As a follow-up measure,environmental audit has been made



m-



(*) These industries inclurlo sugar, fertilirer, cement, aluminium, fermentation and distillaj', chemicals, thermal power, caustic soda, bil refineries, tanneries, coppet smelters, zinc pmeltew, iron and e e l , pulp and paper, dye and dye intermediates, pesticides and ph&aceuticals.



'
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compulsory for all industries requiring environmental clearance. For smaller units, schemes have been initiated to assist them in setting up common pollution control facilities. The strategy of pollution control has also targetted area specitic_po14ution problems and identified 24 critically polluted industrial areas in different parts of the country for special attention. The Government is also pursuing the objective of ushering i n clean technologies for waste under the Industrial Pollution Control Project assisted hy the,World Bank. Besides, the Bureau bf Indian Standards has i~itroducedthe "Eco-mark" scheme for certification of products of industries which tillti1 prescribed pollution control standards and achieve the required enviroiiment friendliness in production, packaging and waste disposil.
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Protection of viable habitats for wild life in representative ectisystems is the main strategy adopted for conservation of India's biodiversity, It il~cludesmaintenance of National Parks, Wildlife Sanctuaries and Biosphere Reserves for conservation of wildlife species. Towards ecological restoration, schemes have been initiated on captive hreding of plants and commercial utilization of medicinal plants. Gover~lmenthas also initiated measures to promote environmental research, education iuid training. A numher of research institutes have been set up to carry out research on one or inore f'icets of forestry and also to take care of regional needs. . .
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What is meant by social responsibility of husiness'!



...............................................................



.................... .I



2. State whether the following statenlents are T n ~ eor Fillse. i)



If business tinns engage in social aclivities it will slow dow11 invest~neiitsin in h~~sincss does not necessarily niean tul productive activities, but ii~vest~lle~~t ilnproven~entin quality of life.



ii)



If busirless does not respond to sociill den~aiids:ro one will buy the products sold hy it.



iii)



Business is primarily iin economic activity hut it is no less a social activity.



i



Business activities should he guided by thc principle that what is good for the husi~iessis also good for society.



V)



It is only with respect to matters which ilre 1101 covered' by legislation that . husiness should consider its social respo~lsibilitics.



vi)



The question of susttlinable development is the central issue in the context of enrironlneiltal degradation.



vii) Ecosystem is the totality of living and non-living e l e ~ ~ ~ einteracting nts with one auother illid their environmeilt.



3.9 LET US SUM UP Over tages, the complexion of Indian society has cha~igcdin illany ways. A pluralistic society has evolved from the monistic society of the past. The ph~ralisticsociety is characterized by numerous groups organized to serve economic, socit~l,political, religious and profes~io~lid interests of the menlhers. The nature aurl fornis of h~~siness enterprises . have also changed over time. While busiiiess is infliieiiotld by tliftkrellt interest &?oupstuld institutions, it also exerts its influence on other institutions. Over time, far reaching chaflges have also taken place in the social institutions. Traditio~ialoccupations based on liereditmy skills and linked with castes have lost their sipniticnnce. Spread of educational dnportunities along with improvement in transport tuid comll~~ullictltions have resulted in greater mobility of people. The institution of joint family is gradually breaking down, Life styles and norms of consumption have also chiuiged with urbanisation aud changing pattern of occupations.



social aud Cultrral Envlromnent



Underlying the changes in social institutions there has occurred demographic changes. India's demographic profile shows that whde death rate has continued to decline, birth rate remains relatively high, which is retlected in the high growth rate of population. Thus India would appear to be in the second stage of demographic transition. However beginning with the 70's one may col~siderthe stage set for Wansition to the third stage of demographic transition, with a downward trend of binh rate, A high del~sityof population is another feature of India's demographic profile. This is indicative of a high burden on land which is likely to increase hther with.additions to population. India continues to be the second largest populated country in Ulc: world next to China.



The cultural changes which have taken place and rut: still contil~uingto change are reflected in changes in people's consumption pattern, tastes and preferences and habits and customs. While religion iLq tul dement of culture h u provided strong emotional bonds among people, religious orthodoxy has made people sectarian in outlook, dogmatic and intolerant hf other's views. la this context, swularism is regarded as a valued aspect of Indian culture. During the last fifty yeus, people in Ii~diahave imbibed modern, western values and emphasis has shifted Srom religious and social values to economic and political viilues. Advancement of tech~lologyhas been one of the most important factors causihg far reaching social changes. Technology hLs often had a multiplier effect. Technological progress has led to higher productivity and improved quality of products. It has enabled faster communication of knowledge and information, and brought about enormous saving in time and energy. However, technological changes have also brought ,about several socially undesirable consequences like spread of consumwism, subordination of moral values to materialistic values aud deterioration of human values. Changing value system is another dimensian of social change in India. Growing awareness of the impoftailce of ecouomic vdues and pursuit of materid gain are increasingly retl'ected in the conduct of people. Corre.qondingly, social and religious values have Iost inlportance in the value system, Pursuit el' self-interest and individualism as cherished vdues have hwoine more important while erosion of moral values seems to threaten the social fabric. Busii~essvalues iue kilwn to influence social values in no small degree. ' . Wieh the chairge in social valuis and with a view to hringing about a change in business . values, Government has &acted legislation and large business corporations are increasingly responding to the demand for social responsihilities. ,Social responsibility of business refers to the obligation of business firms to adopt policies and lines of action which are desirable in terms of the expectations and interests to society. The social responsihilities ol' huhiness include its responsibilities towards owners, employes, consumers govcrnlnela u ~ dthe community or public at large.



.



Ecological issues reli~iedwith conservation If ilatural resources, environmental protection iu~dmaintenance of ecological hidance centre around the question of sustainable ' developn~eirt.The growiilg threat to a halanced ecosystem is traceable to a'number of factors like technological progress, industrial growth, pressure of population and widespread problems are partly attributable to poverty and undapoverty. Even though e~~viro~l~neiltal development of the econonly, there are also unintended side-effects of ahe process of development itself which have given rise to many of the environmental problems in India. Several measures have been adopted by the Government to resolve some of the major issues.



3.10 KEY WORDS '.



Culture : Values, ilorlns, artifacts and accepted bebaviour of people; totality of behaviour consisting of learned responses.



l k n q r a p h i c Transition (theory of) : Rate of growth of population varying with the stage of econogic development.



Dependency Ratio : average nurnher of depe~~dena on an' earning person. Emlogy : Int~r-relationshipsbetweell people, fauna, flora and their .physical sunoundings. Economic Value :



Desirability' of material gain and practicability of action.



,



t



.
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Eco-system : The totality of livhig and non-living elements in the ecological community interacting with one another and their environment. Monistic society : Society in which human activities were underpaken in the context of a single social institution, the village community. Political value : Desirability of acquisition of power. 'Pluralistic society : Society in which there art: numerous interest groups in the social syntenl.
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Religious value : Desirability of morality and righteous conduct.



i I
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Sex-ratio : ratio of women to men.
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Social responsibilit : Obligation to. meet social needs.



I
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Social value : Desirability of love of people and equality.



I I



Utilital.ian value : Desirability of maximum good for the rnaxi~nurnnumber. Values : Norlllative views held by people of what is good and desirable.



.



Value System : Set of values with' priority-ratihg based on their relative importance.



3.11 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS A. 2 i ) Tnie,



ii) False,



iii) True,



C. 4. i) Tnie,



ii) True,



iii) True,



iv) False



E. 2. i) Tnie,



ii) False,



iii) True,



iv) False,



vi) True,



vii) True



v) False,



,



,



iv) True,



v) False



3.12 TERMINAL QUESTIONS 1. Discuss the nature of institutional changes in Indian society since independence.



2. Describe the impact of changing technology on the social system, Do you agree with the view that technological progress is not an unmixed blessing ? Explain. 3. Give. an outline of the theory of demographic transition. What is its relevance in the Indian context? 4.



Briefly explain the social implications of the rate of growth of population, high density. lift: expectancy and rural-urban .distribution of population in India.



5.



Identify the elemelits of culture which, have undergone changes in recent tines and affected h e social system in Lndia. Explain then1 brietly.



6. Describe the nature and causes of changes in value system and the extent to which they have coiitributed to progressive ideas.



7. Aualyse the rationale of business assuming social responsibilities keeping in view the case against it.



8. Discuss the nature of social respoysibilities of business towards employees and the



.



comnlunity.



9. How are ecological issues relevant'to business environment in India? 10 How is Government policy directed towards meeting the question of environmental degradation and sustainable development? Note: These questions will help .you to undersrstand the Unit better. Try to write aliswcrs for them, but do not send your answers to the University, These are for your practice only.
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SOME USEFUL BOOKS Francis Cherunilam, Bu,riness Environment, Himalaya hblishing House, Murnbai. George '~teiner,Business nlui Society, Macmillan, New York. Indira Gandhi National Open University, Course Materials - MS-3 : Economic and Social Environment. Tandon, B.B. & Tandon, K.K., Indian Economy, Tata McGraw Hill, New Delhi.
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